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Everyday Accreditation at GCC is a practical, on-the-ground approach that links ALO work to data, dialogue, and decisions.
EA at GCC is Shaped by Geographic and Institutional Context

• 5,805 Miles Between Guam and Burlingame/SFO, California
• 2,078 Undergraduates
• 81% Indigenous CHamoru
• 75% Pell Eligible
• 62% Age 25 and Below
EA at GCC is viewed in terms of Mission Focus
EA at GCC is Shaped by TRANSFORMATION
At GCC, EA is also a MINDSET
EA is shaped by both structure and infrastructure.
Administrator evaluation is linked to ACCJC Standards.

Performance-based evaluation is key.
Faculty evaluation is linked to the Institutional Strategic Master Plan (ISMP).

Ours is a performance-based evaluation.
President’s evaluation is also linked to the ISMP.
Leadership by Example led by a Data-Empowered Board.
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Students First, Mission Always